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                                    Hardware                                
                                
                                    Lightweight, robust devices                                
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                                    Software                                
                                
                                    Connect and manage hardware                                
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                                    Integrations                                
                                
                                    Sync with the services you trust                                
                            
                                        
                                    

                                                            

                    

                

            

        

    





          

          
    
      
                      
              

            

                        
                              
                                                                                  
                                Proudly announcing                            

                                                  

                              
              Engineered by retail experts, designed for retail teams          

                          
                  Meet Series 5 Pro

              

                                  
                              
            Explore Series 5 Pro in detail        
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                                  Breaking News
                                                      VoCoVo x Iceland

                                    Series 5 Pro headsets will enable shop floor efficiency and an enhanced customer experience in every UK Iceland store.


                                  
                            
            Read more        
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                                  eBook
                                                      Retail, Disconnected

                                    Our research findings lays out the 3 key themes discovered when surveying retail decision makers and retail shop floor workers in the UK, North America and Germany to determine, whether there is a clear vision of smart technology adoption


                                  
                            
            Download the eBook        
                    

          

        

      

    

  







  
    
      
        
          
                          
                            

                        

        

        
                      
                          
                                    

                                  
                                          
                                                                                  Bring your customer experience up to speed

                                                              Prime delivery, voice search, Click & Collect—today customers expect seamless service in stores and online. VoCoVo empowers teams to respond instantly to enquiries on the phone or at checkout, streamline collections, and check stock remotely. Just ask at Asda, where transactions are happening 3x faster with our tech.

                                                              Upgrade your stores

                                    

                              
                      

                    
                          
                                    

                                  
                                          
                                                                                  Connect teams, tech, and stores in one device

                                                              Colleagues can connect with each other, their customers, Head Office and even smart devices across the store from their VoCoVo Headset. This empowers your team to have a real impact on efficiency and customer experience, while feeling safe and supported at work. When we asked teams at Tesco, 88% said we’ve made their job easier.

                                                              Connect your team

                                    

                              
                      

                    
                          
                                    

                                  
                                          
                                                                                  Reduce shrink and protect your people

                                                              How many thieves target your stores every week? You could prevent up to 70% of those thefts with VoCoVo. When your team is connected with our Headsets, they can coordinate quickly and discreetly to stop criminals in their tracks. And because no one is ever out of touch, team members feel 54% safer while working.

                                                              Secure your store

                                    

                              
                      

                

    

              
                    

            

  







    
	    
        
          
                          
                The Future of Retail Communication            
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                            “This is the best thing ever, I don’t have to run around and leave my area to find people all the time.”                        

                        
                            Emma | Manager                        

                        
                                    
            Read More        
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                            “VoCoVo Headsets are one of the top used hardware in our stores. The store colleagues can collaborate easily and “can’t do without them.”                        

                        
                            Fareeaa Hanslot | Service Support and Operations Manager                        

                        
                                    
            Read More        
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                            “With the inclusion of telephone integration, our colleagues can now take internal and external calls via the headsets, negating the need for separate handheld phones.”                        

                        
                            Steve Edwards | Senior Manager                        

                        
                                    
            Read More        
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                            “We no longer have to run around looking for free tables, the team and door-host can now communicate and coordinate wherever they are in the restaurant”                        

                        
                            Manager | TGI Fridays                        

                        
                                    
            Read more        
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                            “We are really impressed with the quality of the VoCoVo headsets. Costs have been reduced as we no longer have to replace parts so frequently.”                        

                        
                            Paul Cannon | Head of Retail IT                        

                        
                                    
            Read More        
                                

                      

                    

                  

                



              

                        

      

          
    
                      
                
                  
                              
            Meet our customers        
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            Latest News        
                    

          

          
                                  
                      
                        

                        
                          News
                          
                              How to get answers, train new associates and answer the phone on a single device. The future of retail communication with VoCoVo                          

                          
                              With fewer associates in stores, many teams are struggling to cope. Here’s how our Headsets can make your workload more manageable.                           

                          

                        

                      
                    

                                          
                      
                        

                        
                          News
                          
                              UK colleagues are facing unprecedented levels of abuse and violence. Here’s how we can help.                          

                          
                              A new report shows that violence against UK retail colleagues is at an all-time high. Here’s how our headsets can help you to protect your team.                           

                          

                        

                      
                    

                                          
                      
                        

                        
                          News
                          
                              Theft is costing retailers over $100 billion a year. Here’s how VoCoVo is designed to help.                          

                          
                              Shoplifting has become a $100 billion dollar problem, and associates are struggling to cope. Here’s how you can turn things around in 2024.                           

                          

                        

                      
                    

                                

        

      

    

  







	
		
      
        
                      
              Trusted to empower          
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              Welcome to the family          

          
              Meet the lightweight, robust hardware your team and customers will love.

          

        

      

    

  

  
    
                      
                
                  
                  
                    
                      Infrastructure                    

                                              
                            Where the magic happens                          
                                            
                  
                
              
                              
                
                  
                  
                    
                      Keypads                    

                                              
                            Instant colleague support                          
                                            
                  
                
              
                              
                
                  
                  
                    
                      S5 Pro Headsets                    

                                              
                            Designed exclusively for retail                          
                                            
                  
                
              
                              
                
                  
                  
                    
                      S4 Headsets                    

                                              
                            Wireless headsets made simple                          
                                            
                  
                
              
                              
                
                  
                  
                    
                      Call Points                    

                                              
                            Help customers faster                          
                                            
                  
                
              
                              
                
                  
                  
                    
                      Handsets                    

                                              
                            Designed for manager’s needs                          
                                            
                  
                
              
                    

  

  
    
      
        
          

        

      

                      
                
                  
                              
            Book a demo        
                
            Explore our hardware        
                          

                

              

                
    

  








	
		
                        
                
                    
                        Start your journey towards a better connected team
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        English
        	United States
	English
	German
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                            North America

		                    	VoCoVo Inc
	1005 North Commons Drive
	Aurora
	IL 60504
	USA


                            +44 (0)3301 373789

                            [email protected]

                        

                    

                

                                
                    
                        
                            Europe

		                    	
	
	Strongbyte Solutions ApS
	Messingvej 6
	8940
	Randers SV
	Denmark








                            +45 7873 0606

                            [email protected]

                        

                    

                

                                
                    
                        
                            United Kingdom

		                    	Strongbyte Solutions Ltd
	7 Wychwood Business Centre
	Milton Road
	Shipton-Under-Wychwood
	Oxfordshire OX7 6XU


                            +44 (0)3301 373789

                            [email protected]
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